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RC Concrete Base for boosting station :                                         
Paving the treated/leveled surface by casting reinforcement concrete, (1:1.5:3) mix, and dim
(15x8.3)m , 30cm thickness compressive strength of C30, by using sulphate resistance ordinary
portland cement and deformed reinforcement steel bar of 12 mm dia. fabricated as a mesh
20x20 cm C/C of double layers of smooth & level surface and using thick nylon layer under the
concrete slab according to directed by supervisor engineer and drawing attached . concrete
compression test is required

3
Providing materials , labor , equipment and  covering the drain channel of tanks' RC base with 
perforated plate (anti-skid) thickness 6mm and angle section 25x25x 2mm with all other requirements 
and according to directed by supervisor engineer.. 

M2 5.6

Providing of materials and technicians to do maintenance ,repair , re-install and operate 
existing high lift pump set :

(Q=200m3/h ,H=60m, (motor & pump) dismantling the exist set ,changing ball bearing, fabricate 
shaft bushes bronze type, wearing ring bronze type, repairing impellers ,  shaft ,coupling or 
changing if need…..etc.
and includes all works of cracking up all its concrete base with all other requirements and 

Annex C BOQ2 - Boosting Station

Site Preparation, clearing and leveling:
Construction areas shall be cleared of concrete , masonry and metallic debris and any other 
objectionable material of any kind which would interfere with the performance or completion of 
the work , or obstruct its operation.
Removed from the Site. Trees and other natural vegetation outside the actual lines of 
construction, the work includes  removing all rubble and debris from the site to a dump site 
approved by the relevant authority.  All needed works to complete the job, shall be included 

1 M2

Airstrip boosting station  
35,76166 , 43.26609

2
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The price include provide and install all items below :
1. Butterfly  valve 250mm, PN16 for suction side with all accessories 
2. gate  valve 150mm, PN16 for discharge side with all accessories
3. check  valve 150mm, PN16 for suction side with all accessories
4. Two flexible joints  ( 250)mm
5. dismantling joint 150mm
6. two pressure meter 10bar European made                                                                    
7.maintenance and operate the Y- ∆ starters with all components
8. Suction side :make a header for two pumps pipes 250 (8m)with connecting all fittings : 
butterfly valve, suction pipes , concentric reducer , elbows,T-section, bolts ,nuts, flanges , pipe 
supports, etc., in order to connect suction pipes with pump sets and tanks,.
9. Discharge side : connect  the gate valves & check valves, discharge reducer ,flexible joint , 
dismantling joint , make a header for dischage pumps pipes 200 (6m) - carbon steel -  with all 
fittings ( elbows, bolts ,nuts, flanges, , pipe supports, etc...)  to connect the discharge pumps to 
steel pipeline 250mm

With fixing the pump on reinforced concrete base dim (2x1m) , (1:1.5: 3) mix and 30cm thickness 
by using sulfate resistance cement and deformed steel bar of 12 mm dia, & 25x25 cm C/C of 
double layers of smooth & level surface 
The price includes all plumbing works and painting the pipes by two layers of anti-corrosion 
paints and two layers of oil paint  with all other requirements and according to directed by 
supervisor engineer.. 

6

Providing of materials and technicians to dismantile , maintenance , re-install and operate 
existing chlorinator system -in Airstrip filling points-, works includes : connection  pvc pipes, 
dosing tank agitator, suction pulsation dumper, suction lines loading and controlling valves, 
injection unit with measuring pipes,stable steel frame,starter ,cables with plugs for power with all 
electromechanical connections required with the tank ,and according to directed by supervisor 
engineer.

No. 1

Electrical works
All the supplied items should be of Group Schneider , Siemens or equivalent .
Supplying and installing new main  Metal electrical distribution board (water proof 
Electrical Enclosure  Cabinet metal)
 (1 x0.8x 0.4 depth)m & 2mm thickness, for the boosting  pumps, floor standing, the control 
board containing, adjustable main circuits breakers (MCCB) as following:

25 No.



1)    MCCB 250A, circuit Breaker control and protection of circuits against
overloads and short-circuits. (250A) , Copper Terminal, 3phase , voltage rating: 230-400 V AC, 
very good quality similar to  ABB with one year warranty, a sample is required for final approval 
adjustable type (two pieces).
2)   copper Busbar 250 A complete set 

3)    Digital multi-meter (1 pieces)..
4)    MCB 63 A (3 pieces).circuit breaker 63 amp, two copper terminal input: L and N ,two copper 
terminal output, two gang,220V-240V,50Hz., 415v, IEC60898, EN60898, a sample is required for 
final approval 

5)    Cover all non-isolated parts by using isolated sheet

6)    Signal lights, ampere transformer (C.T) 250/5 (3 No)
The power connection should be by using only Bus-bar ,all inlet outlet connection should be from 
bottom of the board and according to directed by supervisor engineer.
The price includes fixing the board on metallic base h:1m using rectangular steel tube size 
(6x6)cm ,2mm thick , and should cover all the fittings needed to complete the work and 
according to the Supervising engineer instructions and details
MCCB change-over switch                            
1- MCCB 250 A (circuit Breaker control and protection of circuits against
overloads and short-circuits. (250A) , Copper Terminal, 3phase , voltage rating: 230-400 V AC, 
very good quality similar to  ABB with one year warranty, a sample is required for final 
approval)No 2. pieces

2- cooper Busbar 250 A complete set

3-Digital gages multi readings, signal lights, ampere transformer 250/5(3No)
4- Automatic lighting system
5-Cover all non-isolated part by using isolated sheet                                                              6- 
mechanical lock
The power connection should be by using only Bus-bar ,all inlet outlet connection should be from 
bottom of the board and according to directed by supervisor engineer.
The price includes fixing the board on metallic base h:1 m using rectangular steel tube size 
(6x6)cm ,2mm thickness , and should cover all the fittings needed to complete the work and 
according to the Supervising engineer instructions and details
Supplying and installing new Star- Delta starter 75kw board
 (1 x0.8x 0.4 depth)m & 2mm thickness, for the boosting  pumps, floor standing, the control 
board containing as following:

7 No, 1
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1)     MCCB 250A adjustable type (one piece). (circuit Breaker control and protection of circuits 
against
overloads and short-circuits. (250A) , Copper Terminal, 3phase , voltage rating: 230-400 V AC, 
very good quality similar to  ABB with one year warranty, a sample is required for final approval)
2)   cooper Busbar 250 A complete set 

3)    Contactor 75kw , 3ph , 400 v , AC3 (three pieces), with copper coil , high quality similar to 
ABB with one year warranty,
4)    Thermal Overload relay 3ph , ( 120-160) A

5)    Phase Failure, under-over voltages Protection, Phase sequence & Phase fulure Device 
,supply voltage 220V AC,contact type  1 nversor, 10A250V AC.
6)TYPE PHASE &VOLTAGE PROTECATION 3 PHASE,(240-250)V AC, TIME RANGE (2-
10)SEC

7)    Timer relay 220v (0-20 sec.), and Relay 10A -250V ,coil 220V AC , 11  termainal pin two pcs 
8)    Digital multi-meter (1 pieces)..
9)    MCB 63 A (3 pieces).services, .circuit breaker 63 amp, two copper terminal input: L and N 
,two copper terminal output, two gang,220V-240V,50Hz., 415v, IEC60898, EN60898, a sample is 
required for final approval 
10)    Cover all non-isolated parts by using isolated sheet
11) Automatic fan cooling & lighting systems.
12) Signal lights, ampere transformer (C.T) 250/5 (3 No)
The power connection should be by using only Bus-bar ,all inlet outlet connection should be from 
bottom of the board and according to directed by supervisor engineer.
The price includes fixing the board on metallic base h:50cm angle iron (2x2)2 ,2m thick , and 
should cover all the fittings needed to complete the work and according to the Supervising 
engineer instructions and details

Cable size (3x95+N) mm2:                         
   Providing materials, manpower and supply of strand power low tension cable, size  (3x95+N) 
mm2 cooper standard brand, terminals, bolts and all accessories required
to connect  among  Transformer , change-over switch  , generator , MDB and starters ,  
laying of the cable in galvanized tray cable.
 with all electrical works and all other requirements and according to directed by supervisor 
engineer
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Cable size (4x35) mm2:                         

   Providing materials, manpower and supply of strand power low tension cable, size  (4x35) mm2  
copper or aluminum standard brand, terminals, bolts and all accessories required
to connect  between the motors and starters of pumps , laying of the cable in a galvanized 
hanging tray cable,
   with all electrical works and all other requirements and according to directed by supervisor 
engineer
Cable size (4x2.5) mm2:                               
 Supplying and fixing copper double pvc cover cable size (4x2.5) mm to connect the alum, 
chlorine systems to the main control panel, the laying of the cable in tray cables and  should be 
according to directed by supervisor engineer

piping work

13

Supply and install new brand cast iron gate valve 250mm- on inlet 250mm pipes of boosting 
station -  / flange type (FAF , Duyar , VAG) or equivalent , DN250, PN 16, to install before mobile 
compact unit  working temperature (max 130C°), hand wheel type/ductile iron, cast iron body & 
Bonnet , stem should be stainless steel, wedge should be ductile iron  with rubber coated, with all 
bolts and nuts, Washer/steel . The work includes providing any fittings required, and according to 
directed by supervisor engineer

No 1

14

Supply and install new brand cast iron butterfly Valves (VAQ or Duyar, or equivalent) 
DN250, PN 16, to install working temperature (-10 to +110), hand  type, stem should be stainless 
steel, wedge should be ductile iron+rubber coated, casket EPDM - NBR (Ethylene 
propene,Nitrile,Fluorine (Viton)), flange type  to install it on   outlet of oxfam tanks and with all 
fittings (bolts ,nuts, flanges, eccentric reducer, pipe 250mm,  pipe supports, etc.) .The price 
includes all plumbing works and all other requirements as directed by the Supervising Engineer  

No 2

15

Supply and install new brand cast iron butterfly Valves (VAQ or Duyar, or equivalent) 
DN200, PN 16, to install working temperature (-10 to +110), hand  type, stem should be stainless 
steel, wedge should be ductile iron+rubber coated, casket EPDM - NBR (Ethylene 
propene,Nitrile,Fluorine (Viton)), flange type  to install it on inlet of oxfam tanks and with all 
fittings (bolts ,nuts, flanges, eccentric reducer, pipe 250mm,  pipe supports, etc.) .The price 
includes all plumbing works and all other requirements as directed by the Supervising Engineer  

No 2

11 M.L 40
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16

Gate valve 250mm to isolate Airstrip filling points
Supply and install new brand cast iron GG25 gate valve, 250mm , iron coating EPDM ,Socket 
ends , resilient seated gate valve wedge rubber , to install pump (suction & discharge) working 
temperature (max 130C°), hand wheel type/ductile iron, cast iron body & Bonnet , stem should 
be stainless steel, with all bolts and nuts, Washer/steel . 
The work includes providing any fittings required, and according to directed by supervisor 
engineer

No 1

Supply and install new C.S t-section  ,DN250, 8mm thick, to connect inlet pipes of tanks and 
suction header

with all plumbing works and all other requirements and according to attached layout and directed 
by supervisor engineer

Supply and install new C.S t-section  ,DN200, 8mm thick, to connect outlet pipes of tanks

with all plumbing works and all other requirements and according to attached layout and directed 
by supervisor engineer

Supply and install C.S elbow 90o ,DN250, 8mm thick, to connect inlet pipes of tanks and 
suction header
with all plumbing works and all other requirements and according to attached layout and directed 
by supervisor engineer

Supply and install C.S elbow 90o ,DN200, 8mm thick, to connect discharge pipe and  header
with all plumbing works and all other requirements and according to attached layout and directed 
by supervisor engineer
Carbon steel pipes of 250mm dia .                                  

Supplying and fixing carbon steel pipes of 250mm dia. and 8 mm thickness to connect the UPVC 
Pipeline with tank of boosting station and with suction pump's header -250 mm carboon steel -  , 
the work includes  , cutting , connecting , welding  and painting of the pipes , the price should 
cover all the fittings needed (  bolts ,nuts, flanges, flange adapters , pipe supports, etc...)  -  to 
complete the work and according to attaching layout and directed by supervisor engineer.

Carbon steel pipes of 200mm dia .                                  

919 No.
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Supplying and fixing carbon steel pipes of 200mm dia. and 8 mm thickness to connect the C.S 
Pipeline with tank of boosting station and with discharge pump's header -200 mm carboon steel -
and with the UPVC 200mm pipeline that to the Jedda 5  , the work includes  , cutting , connecting 
, welding  and painting of the pipes , the price should cover all the fittings needed - discharge 
reducer, bolts ,nuts, flanges, flange adapters , pipe supports, etc...)  -  to complete the work and 
according to directed by supervisor engineer.

Pipeline 250mm UPVC
Supplying UPVC pipes of 250mm dia. PN10 according to DIN 8060-8062 &417 UPVC Water 
pipes, with bell end with gasket, and with spigot .
To connect between the boosting station and the 250mm pipeline and according to directed by 
supervisor engineer (the pipe should be tested for quality "safe for drinking water according to 
Iraqi standards, and leakage test"

Supply and install new t-section UPVC 250mm dia,DN250, PN 16, to install on main pipeline 
to connect pipes of boosting pump  

with all plumbing works and all other requirements and according to directed by supervisor 
engineer

25
Supply and install new elbow 90o UPVC,DN250, PN 16, with all plumbing works and all other 
requirements and according to directed by supervisor engineer No. 1

provide workers, tools, materials and all what need to excavation works in all soil types  
(looser or solid .... etc.), depth 1.3 m (1.0m above the pipe) and width (80 cm), then lay & 
connect the plastic pipes (UPVC) 250 mm diameter PIN 10 provided above item from carbon 
steel pipes of pump station to connection place on old pipeline and then filling under the pipe with 
clean sand (10cm) thickness and (25cm) above the pipe.Then backfilling with layers of clean soil, the work includes instilling thrust blocks in all fitting 
(elbow and Tee), and cleaning the site and leveling the ground and throwing the rubble out of site 
according to the Supervising engineer instructions and details. The contractor shall perform the 
Contractor will be responsible to repair all the leakages (if any)on his own expenses .
The price includes all fitting required as rubber ring , Johnson coupling , flange adapter , elbow , 
pipe support etc. and according to directed by supervisor engineer

Crossing the asphalt of Airstrip and laying pipes                                                                  
provide workers, tools, equipment , materials and all what need to cut the asphalts inside Airstrip 
camp and excavation works in all soil types (looser or solid .... etc.), depth 1.25 m and width (70 
cm), then lay  the pipes 200mm carboon steel from discharge of pumps to the new UPVC 
200mm pipeline towards  Jedda 5 
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Then filling under the pipe with (10cm) thickness and (15cm) above the pipe with sand. 
And backfilling with layers of compacted sub-base materials ( 50cm two layers ) and RC 30cm 
BRC of 8 mm dia. & 15x15 cm C/C of double  layers concrete (1:2:4),
 and according to the Supervising engineer instructions and details. The contractor shall perform 
the leakage test to make sure all the joints are properly fixed and there is no leakage. 
The price includes recasting the concrete channel of airstrip that crossed with the pipes 
path  , with all fitting required as rubber ring , Johnson coupling , flange adapter , elbow , pipe 
support etc. and according to directed by supervisor engineer
Construction RC manhole
Providing materials , labor , equipment to implementing and casting manhole, internal 
dim(1.2x1.2)  reinforcement concrete C30(1:1.5:3) mix and 15cm thickness by using sulphate 
resistance cement and deformed steel bar of 12 mm dia. & 20x20 cm C/C of single layer with 
movable cover containing a cheater plate 6mm dia(70cm)
  The price includes : excavation works , wooden frame work , painting checker plate , heavy duty 
mechanical lock and according to directed by supervisor engineer., Concrete compression test is 
required

29 Providing materials , labor , equipment to implementing and casting and fix concrete pipe 
supports mix (1:2:4) according to attached drawings and directed by supervisor engineer. 

no 10

Drain pipe 200mm UPVC 
Supplying and fixing UPVC pipes of 200mm dia. PN10 to connect the drain system of station, the 
work includes connect pipes with bed of the drain channels and excavation works and backfilling 
of the pipes outside the site and connecting it with airstrip concrete drain pipe, with casting the 
path inside the camp and in jection point with  ordinary conc. mix.( 1:2:4)            The price should 
cover all the fittings needed( t-section, elbows, upvc-flange adapter , bolts ,nuts, flanges, 
reducer, pipe supports, etc...)  or manhole to complete the work and treatment any leak , and 
according to directed by supervisor engineer  

instalation  BRC fence & access gate (
Preparation equipment and materials and labor to :
v  excavation work for columns foundation for the galvanized pole
2.5m center to center, 0.5m deep, diameter of 75mm ,and excavate foundations for 60° lateral 
supports(respect to the ground level) to the corner poles and every 10 poles along the entire 
fence (0.3 x 0.3 x 0.5m ) 
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v  Install 3 m high, 3mm thick with Dia. 75cm galvanized pole every 2.5m for the total path ( 
provided by WASH partener )
v  instal lateral supports at every corner including every 10th pole ( provided by WASH partener 
)
(3m long, dia 75mm round tube, 3mm thick bolted onto the upright)
v  Concrete Base to support  the pole ,casting the concrete (1:1.5: 3) mix and dimensions (0.3 x 
0.3 x 0.5m )m by using sulfate resistance cement (smooth & level) 
v  Install with the use of a wire stretching tool to ensure tension,
B.R.C chain link fence, 3mm thick, 2m high galvanized (zinc coated) with 50mm openings.( 
provided by WASH partener )
Include three galvanized tension wires (2mm) - top, middle, bottom – for all path
v  install access gate with two panel 3.5x2m,
by fixing frame on the columns, the frame should be from square pipe section of 2"x4" , 2mm 
thick and welding them to the columns as shown in the attached drawings, the price includes 
locking mechanism, hinges, brackets, bolts, nuts, washers with
 painting the beams by two layers of anti-corrosion paints and three layers of oil paint and 
according to directed by supervisor engineer

Total cost US
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# Item  Description Unit Qty
Price

$
Total 

$

Site preparation:      

excavation in all types of soils for minimum 30 cm depth for 
the whole area of the plant (8x16 m) , clearance of the site 
and cleaning of the surfaces before and after the completion 
of the project.

 Backfilling with two layers  of approved material sub-base 
type B mix up to appropriate levels and height according to 
the site work requirements. 

The layers thick should not be more than 25 cm, compacting 
the layers after adding water with vibrator rollers compactor 
to reach to the compaction percentage not less than %95 
from the maximum density. Compaction test is required

 and according to directed by supervisor engineer.
Supply and install new brand cast iron gate valve 110mm 
/ flange type (FAF , Duyar , VAG) or equivalent , DN1100, PN 
16, to install on filling point ,  working temperature (max 
130C°), hand wheel type/ductile iron, cast iron body & Bonnet 

water truck points      

M2 1281



2 130C°), hand wheel type/ductile iron, cast iron body & Bonnet 
, stem should be stainless steel, wedge should be ductile iron  
with rubber coated, with all bolts and nuts, Washer/steel . 
The work includes providing any fittings required, and 
according to directed by supervisor engineer

No 2

3

water truck point:
supply, construction and install water truck point to fill the truck 
using G.I threaded pipes of 110mm dia., hygienic, corrosion & 
rust resistance, thickness not less than 4 mm and ≥ 8kg/m, 
points height 3.60m, The distance from one point to the other 
should not be less than 7M. the points must be supported by 
iron pole with casting plain concrete as a stand to the poin .
The price includes all fitting required ( coupling , flange  , elbow 
, T section pipe support etc. and according to directed by 
supervisor engineer and attaching drawings .

no. 2

Total cost US


